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Abstract

Recently, the research of micropayment systems has at-
tracted a lot of attention in the literature. Because of
its special feature that large amount of transactions may
occur while each transaction only deals with small value,
not only security but also efficiency should be carefully
considered in these systems, especially when considering
that these systems may be implemented in resource con-
strained mobile devices. In this paper, a novel lightweight
micropayment scheme with variable denomination is pro-
posed. Compared with those existing schemes with fixed
denomination, our proposed scheme not only guarantees
security goals, but also dramatically reduces the compu-
tational cost as well as the storage burden.
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1 Introduction

With the development of the electronic commerce [10],
electronic payments (e-payment) are widely used, which
usually involves at least three entities: Customer (C ) who
pays for the goods, Vendor (V ) who provides the goods,
and Bank (B) who helps the money transfer between C
and V [18].

The e-payment scheme can be classified into macro-
payment [5] and micropayment [1, 23]. The transac-
tion value in macro-payment is large enough, its secu-
rity is guaranteed using complicated cryptographic tech-
niques [16, 17]. However, this is unacceptable for micro-
payment since the transaction value is tiny, maybe it is
less than the transaction cost. Therefore, the main goal of
micropayment should be lightweight besides the security
requirements such as no forgery and privacy as well.

The PayWord was firstly proposed by Rivest and
Shamir in [14], which used the hash chain to replace the
public key signature to improve the efficiency [8]. In-

spired by these works, a lightweight micropayment scheme
was proposed to enhance the fairness [9]. In [12], three
schemes denoted as SPayword, UPayword and PPayword
were presented to improve the robustness. Moreover, the
version for multiple vendors was proposed in [3], and the
self-renewal micropayment scheme was designed in [11].
In [21], Yang and Teng employed multiple Payword chains
to find the minimum hash chain in transaction. Micro-
payment scheme presented in [4] is an anonymous fair
offline scheme for all entities. Moreover, three micropay-
ment schemes [6, 7, 15] were designed for the application
over the mobile network.

The PayWord scheme is generalized into two cate-
gories: Micropayment Scheme using a Single-Payword
Chain (MSSC), and Micropayment Scheme using Multi-
Payword Chain (MSMC). Although each value of a hash
chain is assigned with the same denomination, the de-
nomination of each value in one hash chain is different
from that of the others. Therefore,C can use the value
of a hash chain to purchase in the MSSC scheme, and
two hash chains are employed for the transaction in the
MSMC scheme. Obviously, it is more efficient to utilize
the multi-Payword hash chains [13, 19, 20] to reduce the
computation cost.

However, the hash chain with small denomination
might be used faster than the one with large denomi-
nation in the MSMC scheme, which might result in the
storage waste due to the redundancy of the hash value. To
make the best use of the redundancy multi-Payword hash
chain, MSRC was presented in [22]. In order to reduce the
computation and storage burden, a novel micropayment
scheme using a hash chain is proposed. Each value in the
hash chain is taken weight by adopting a pre-defined func-
tion. Moreover, the weight is used as the denomination of
this hash value. Therefore, the denominations of the hash
chain are variable. As a result, the proposed scheme with
variable denomination is more efficient than the schemes
with fixed denomination.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
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Section 2, we introduce and analyze the MSRC scheme.
Moreover, a variable denomination micropayment is pro-
posed in Section 3. In Section 4, we give the analysis of
presented scheme. The comparison of the micropayment
schemes is given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Yang-Wu’s MSRC

2.1 Micropayment Scheme to Return
Changes (MSRC)

The MSRC scheme involves three participants, i.e., C , B
and V , their corresponding public key and private key are
(PKC , SKC), (PKV , SKV ) and (PKB , SKB). Further-
more, {·}PK and {·}SK denote the encryption and sig-
nature using the public key and private key. The MSRC
scheme consists of four phases: Registration Phase, Trans-
action Phase, Redemption Phase and Remittance Phase.

1) Registration Phase

Step 1. C sends a payment request PR =
{IDC , IDV , n, r} to B , where IDC and IDD

are the identities of C and V , n and r are
the length of payment hash chain and return-
ing change hash chain, respectively.

Step 2. B generates three hash chains (A −
chain,A

′ − chain,B − chain) with the denomi-
nation dA, d

′

A and dB , which satisfy dA = d
′

A <
dB ,

A = A1‖A2

= (a0, a1, · · · , an)‖(an+1, an+2, · · · , an+r)

A
′

= A
′

1‖A
′

2

= (a
′

0, a
′

1, · · · , a
′

n)‖(a
′

n+1, a
′

n+2, · · · , a
′

n+r)

B = (b0, b1, · · · , bn)

where ai = h(ai+1), a
′

i = h(a
′

i+1), for i = n +
r− 1, n+ r− 2, · · · , 0, and bj = h(bj+1), for i =
n−1, n−2, · · · , 0, h(·) is a secure hash function
such as SHA-256, and ‖ is the concatenation
operation.

Step 3. B sends {A,A
′

1, B}PKC
to C , and sends

{a0, a
′

0, b0, A
′

2}PKV
to V .

Step 4. C derives the payment chain {A,A
′

1, B} by
decrypting {A,A

′
, B}PKC

with SKC .

Step 5. V obtains the root {a0, a
′

0, b0} and
the returning chain A

′

2 by decrypting
{a0, a

′

0, b0, A
′

2}PKV
with SKV .

2) Transaction Phase
C uses the e-cash A − chain and B − chain to pay
for the goods. For simplicity, an example which the
price of the goods is 27 dollars is used to illustrate
this phase.

In the MSRC scheme, dA = $1 and dB = $10 were
assumed. Then C should spend 2 hash values in
B − chain and 7 hash values in chain A1 and A

′

1.
That’s to say the hash chain A1 and A

′

1 with small
denomination will be fetched away soon. When the
hash chains A1 and A

′

1 are exhausted, C must spend
3 hash values in B − chain, and V needs to spend 3
hash values in A

′

2, which saves the hash values with
small denomination. The processes of C pays M×dB
money and V returns m × dA money are shown in
the following listing.

Step 1. C sends (bM ,M) to V .

Step 2. V checks the equation b0 = hM (bM ). If
the equation holds, V transmits (a

′

n+m,m) to
C for returning m× dA money, provides goods
to C , and stores bM instead of b0.

Step 3. C checks the equation a
′

n = hm(a
′

n+m). If

the equation holds, C ensures that {ai, a
′

i} (i =
n + 1, n + 2, · · · , n + m) can be used for the
payment.

3) Redemption Phase and Remittance Phase
If V wants to redeem the money from B , he executes
the following steps.

Step 1. V sends {IDC , IDV , ai1 , a
′

i1
, bj1}SKV

to B .

Step 2. B verifies i1 ≤ n+r and j1 ≤ n. If i1 and j1
are valid, B remits the money i1×dA + j1×dB
to V and stores (ai1 , a

′

i1
, bj1) simultaneously.

Step 3. In the next time, B receives the redemp-
tion request {IDC , IDV , ai2 , a

′

i2
, bj2}SKV

from
V . Therefore, B remits the money (i2 − i1) ×
dA +(j2−j1)×dB to V and stores (ai2 , a

′

i2
, bj2)

when i2 ≤ n + r and j2 ≤ n hold.

2.2 Analysis of Yang-Wu’s MSRC

With the ability of returning change, MSRC scheme is
in favor of fabricating the hash chains with the length of
the appropriate ratio, then the hash chain with the short-
est length is often found to be used for purchasing the
same goods. As the PayWord with the small denomina-
tion, (ai, a

′

i) is utilized for the payment. Moreover, the
chain with returning change cannot be used unless the
hash chains with the small denomination are exhausted.
Before the chain with returning change is used, the V ’s
verification costs twice hash computations, and C needs
to store twice hash chains A and A

′
with the same length.

Therefore, the computation and storage burden should be
paid attention to.

In order to reduce the computation and storage bur-
den, a variable denomination micropayment scheme is
presented using Hamming weight [2], in which only one
hash chain is necessary and the denomination of values in
it might not be the same.
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3 Variable Denomination Micro-
payment (VDM) Scheme

In VDM scheme, the range of the transaction values
is assumed in the set D = {1, 2, · · · , s}, where s is
the max transaction value. Moreover, the denomination
di = WF (ai)modP + 1 is assigned to ai, where WF (x) is
denoted as the weight function with the value of x such
as Hamming weight function, or other method that can
be defined as the value of some bits, P is a prime number.
Then di is an positive integer in the range [1, P ]. In this
paper, Hamming weight is assigned to WF (x), the binary
representation of 9 is 1001, so WF (9) = 2.

The VDM scheme also consists of four phases: Regis-
tration Phase, Transaction Phase, Redemption Phase and
Remittance Phase. Moreover, the details of each phase
are described as follows.

1) Registration Phase
C , V select random pseudonym identities IDC and
IDV which must be different from that of others.
The identities of them should be verified by B .

Step 1. C sends a payment request PR =
{IDC , IDV , n} to B for getting a payment hash
chain.

Step 2. B generates an n− length hash chains,

A = (a0, a1, · · · , an)

where ai = h(ai+1) for i = n− 1, n− 2, · · · , 0.

Step 3. B sends {A}PKC
to C , and sends {a0}PKV

to V .

Step 4. C derives the payment hash chain A by us-
ing the private key SKC to decrypt {A}PKC

.

Step 5. V obtains the root a0 by decrypting
{a0}PKV

with SKV .

2) Transaction Phase

Step 1. Before C sends the first purchase request,
he chooses am1

which the total denominations
satisfy t1 =

∑m1

j=1 dj −W1 and |t1| < P , where
W1 is the true price of the first purchased goods.
Moreover, C sends (am1 ,m1, t1) to V .

Step 2. V computes t
′

1 =
∑m1

j=1 dj−W1 and checks

t
′

1 = t1; then checks a0 = hm1(am1) and |t′1| <
P , If all checks hold, V provides C with the
goods and stores (am1

, t1).

Step 3. In the i − th transaction, C selects am′1
which ti−1ti < 0 ( where ti = ti−1 +∑m

′
i

j=m
′
i−1+1

dj−Wi (i ≥ 2) ) and |ti| < P . Then

C sends (am′i
,m
′

i −m
′

i−1, ti) to V , where ti is

the error between the paid money and the true
price

∑i
j=1 Wj of the purchased goods for the

previous i times transactions, and m
′

i − m
′

i−1
is the number of hash operations in the i − th
transaction.

Step 4. V computes t
′

i = t
′

i−1+
∑m

′
i

j=m
′
i−1+1

dj−Wi,

provides C with the goods and stores (am′i
, ti)

if all of t
′

i = ti, am′i−1
= hm

′
i−m

′
i−1(am′i

) and

|t′i| < P are hold.

3) Redemption Phase and Remittance Phase

Step 1. V sends {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1}PKB
to B .

Step 2. B derives {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1} by using the
private key SKB . Furthermore, if i1 ≤ n is

valid, B recharges the money Qi1 =
i1∑

j=1

dj to V

and stores ai1 , where Qi is the money B remits
to V in the i− th transaction.

Step 3. When B receives {IDC , IDV , i2, ai2}PKB

in the next remittance period, where i2 ≤ n,
then B calculates Qi2 =

∑i2
j=i1+1 dj , deposits

the money Qi2 to V and replaces ai1 with ai2 .

4 System Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security and efficiency of
the proposed scheme and compare it with other schemes.

4.1 Security Analysis

The proposed micropayment scheme achieves the correct-
ness, anonymity, un-traceability, fairness, and unforge-
ability.

Correctness.
In the VDM scheme, |ti| < P is checked by V in
each transaction. Furthermore, the error rate be-
tween the error value ti and the total of true price
in the previous i times transactions is defined as

Ei = |ti|∑i
j=1 Wj

× 100%. Obviously, Ei will reduce

when the transaction amount increases. As a result,
ti is acceptable for V and C since the transaction
amount is huge.

The AVISPA tool can analyze the security of the pro-
tocols, and check whether the scheme is safe or unsafe
against the passive and active adversaries. Moreover,
the AVISPA tool is used for the automated validation
of security-sensitive protocols and applications. The
simulation results are showed in Figure 1. From the
results, it is evident that our scheme is secure against
attack, and satisfies the confidentiality.

Anonymity and Un-traceability.
In the proposed scheme, C and V randomly select
the pseudonym identities IDC and IDV , which need
not have any relationship with the real identities of
them, and must be different from that of any others.
Therefore, nobody including C , V and B can trace
the real identity of the entities via the data exchange.
Then the VDM scheme satisfies the anonymous and
the un-traceability.
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Figure 1: The simulation results of analysis using AVISPA

Fairness.
If the scheme is executed functionally, it is fair for all
entities. The scheme adopts the prepaid method in
the transaction, C must pay the money to B before
sending the payment request. Therefore, the profit of
B and V are protected. Moreover, B is responsible
for creating the hash chain, so the risk of the C ’s
overspending is eliminated. Furthermore, C pays the
money to V after receiving the goods, so he takes no
risk of unfairness.

Unforgeability.
Security plays a vital and central role in the e-
commerce payment scheme. In this subsection, we
analyze that the VDM scheme resists against the out-
sider and insider forgery attacks, it means that no
forgery attacks exist in the proposed scheme.

No forgery attacks mean an attacker cannot fake the
value of hash chain for payment by eavesdropping the
information from the public channel.

Scenario 1. It is unfeasible for an attacker to forge the
hash chain to exchange money if the protocol is processed
functionally.

Proof. Primarily, the external malicious attacker cannot
forge and spend the hash chain since hash chain is a
strong cryptography one-way function and the informa-
tion transferred among B , C , V is always encrypted by
a public key. Meanwhile, the external malicious attacker
obtains the information (am′i

,m
′

i−m
′

i−1, ti) from the pub-

lic channel, he cannot derive (am′i+1, am′i+2, · · · , an) to

redeem money from B due to the feature of secure hash
function. Moreover, the external attacker cannot obtain
ai1 from the eavesdropped {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1}PKB

. The
external malicious attacker cannot use the identity of V

to exchange money for himself, and the money can be re-
mitted if and only if the identity of V can be verified.
Therefore, the attacker cannot forge the hash chain for
payment or obtain the illegal benefit from B .

Secondly, the forgery attack from the internal C means
that C attempts to use the hash chains to double spend
or to overspend hash value. In the proposed scheme, C
cannot spend more than the total money of the hash chain
since he should pay the money to B in advance. Simul-
taneously, B will track the balance of the total money
of the hash chain and avoid the overspending hash chain
values. Moreover, the used hash chain will be destroyed
by B and will not be allowed to double spend. Obviously,
C cannot launch this attack.

Finally, the forgery attack from the internal V implies
that V sends {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1}PKB

to B for exchang-
ing more money. If i1 ≤ n, V can redeem money Qi1

from B , but he cannot get ai (i > i1). Therefore, it is
impossible for the internal V to redeem more money from
B . If V receives ai (i ≤ n), he cannot obtain aj (j > n)
to redeem money. Hence, he cannot use the received ai
to redeem the illegal money from B .

4.2 Efficiency Analysis

The C , V and B involved in the proposed VDM
only needed their (PKC , SKC), (PKV , SKV ) and
(PKB , SKB). In the registration phase, the private key
computation SKC is executed once by C and the pri-
vate key computation SKV is carried out once by V .
Moreover, B executes the corresponding public key com-
putation PKC and PKV once. However, the private key
computation SKB is executed once by B and the corre-
sponding public key computation PKB is used once by
V in each redemption phase and remittance phase. No
certificates are needed in the transaction. Moreover, the
information stored by the entities is much more simple
and entities can be implemented the protocol as soon as
possible. Compared with the other schemes which used
the complicated algorithm, the proposed scheme is highly
efficient.

5 Comparison

In this subsection, some important micropayment
schemes (MSSC, MSMC, MSRC and VDM) are further
discussed: (1) the number of hash and encryption op-
eration, (2) the storage burden. The comparison of the
computation and storage burden among the MSSC, the
MSMC, the MSRC and the proposed schemes will be sum-
marized. Furthermore, only the hash function compu-
tation is considered since the complicated computations
such as the signature and encryption operations are the
same in these schemes. In addition, d = dB

dA
is defined due

to the two chains with different denomination dA and dB ,
where dA < dB in all micropayment schemes.

The computation cost in MSRC scheme is approximate
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with that of MSMC scheme. Afterwards, the computa-
tion cost in VDM scheme is much smaller than that of
the above schemes. Therefore, the computation costs of
MSSC, MSRC schemes are compared with that of our
VDM scheme.

The error rate Ei is controlled within 5%, and the hash
operation amount of previous s transactions in MSSC,
MSRC schemes are compared with that of the VDM
scheme, which is shown in Figure 2.

As depicted in Figure 2, the computation cost in VDM
scheme is significant smaller than that of others. We com-
pare the storage burden requirement of other schemes
with VDM scheme in Table 1. Obviously, our storage
burden is also lighter than that of the other schemes.

6 Conclusions

By using the Hamming weight function in micropayment
scheme, the VDM scheme is presented to reduce the hash
operations in the transaction phases. Each hash value
in VDM scheme is taken weight by adopting the Ham-
ming weight function. Moreover, the weight is used as the
denomination of this hash value. Therefore, the denom-
inations of the hash chain are variable. Compared with
the fixed denomination schemes, the proposed scheme not
only ensures the privacy, anonymity, un-traceability, fair-
ness, unforgeability and authentication, but also is more
efficient with respect to the computation and storage bur-
den. Therefore, the presented scheme is suitable for the
secure mobile devices communication.
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